How effective is the Trail Making Test (Parts A and B) in identifying cognitively impaired drivers?
the medical community plays an important role in identifying drivers who may no longer be competent to drive due to illnesses such as dementia. Several office-based cognitive screening tools are currently used by the medical community, e.g. Mini-Mental State Examination, Trail Making Test (TMT), to assist in the identification of cognitively impaired (CI) at-risk drivers. However, the predictive validity of these tools is questionable. to examine the predictive power of the TMT for on-road driving performance. data from a prospective sample of CI and healthy older drivers were collected. TMT-A and -B (time and errors) served as predictor variables, with pass/fail on a scientifically based on-road assessment used as the criterion variable. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used to assess overall 'diagnostic' accuracy of TMT-A and -B for driving competency. Cut points from previous studies/guidelines were used to assess predictive power. a total of 134 older drivers (mean age = 75.30; SD = 7.83) participated: 87 healthy controls and 47 CI individuals. All predictor variables, with the exception of TMT-A errors, were significantly correlated with driving outcome. However, results from ROC curve analyses indicated that only TMT-A and -B total time had moderate discriminative abilities. Results also indicate that the power of the TMT is the lowest where physicians need it most (e.g. identifying CI patients whose driving skills have declined to an unsafe level). TMT-A and -B outcomes are most likely to be inaccurate in those whose driving competency has declined to an unsafe level, resulting in risks to both individual and public safety.